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ASUPS
Senate
halts polls,
reevaluates
voting
process
By ZEINAH KARA

By ANNA GOEBEL

M

any individuals at Puget Sound believe that more
gender-neutral bathrooms should be available on
campus and are working toward making that goal
a reality.
Since the start of the 2014-15 academic year, a group of students in conjunction with various staff members and organizations have been diligently striving to offer more of these bathrooms on campus. The Gender Neutral Bathroom Action Group,
a student-run activist group that includes Kaitlyn Vallance,
Nika Neshyba-Nara, CJ Queirolo, Hailey Snover, Daniel Peterschmidt, Austen Harrison, Collin Hoover and Greg Reeser, was
formed in order to address the issue. The group first met on Sept.
5 before taking their concerns to the Union Board, which is the
governing body of the Wheelock Student Center, and to the student senate. Sarah Comstock, who is the Director for Student
Life Operations, an active member of the Union Board and chair
of the Accessibility Work Group, feels that this is an important
issue for the University to take on. “This is a concern that was
raised by members of our student population and it’s an important issue. There was a lot of passion and outrage about it,” Comstock said. “We needed to do something.”
Since September, these associations have taken steps to in-

crease the number of gender-neutral bathrooms in public buildings. All public, single-use restrooms on campus have started to
be converted to gender-neutral restrooms.
“Between 20 and 30 single-use bathrooms on campus could be
converted,” Neshyba-Nara said.
These bathrooms now have signs that denote them as all-gender bathrooms.
“It was just a quick facilities change. The cost was minimal and
it literally took 56 seconds to do,” Kyle Chong said. Chong is the
sophomore senator and Committee Chair of the Union Board.
They can be found in Commencement, Weyerhauser, Thompson/Harned, Kilworth Chapel, Howarth, the library and the
S.U.B. There are also renovation plans to include gender-neutral
bathrooms in Seward, the new aquatic center, Jones Hall and the
Fieldhouse.
“I’m really excited about the progress we’ve made so far...We’ve
really gotten things moving,” Snover said.
Signs that explicitly say “gender neutral” will be put up in six
weeks once they arrive on campus. The reason for the delay, according to Chong, is because the sign maker has to custom-make
the signs. For some individuals such as Vallance, however, there
is no cause for celebration until the signs specifically read “genSEE GENDER PAGE 2

Take Back the Night plans fall events on campus
By NISHTHA CHHABRA
Every spring, the Puget Sound Sexuality Issues, Relationships and Gender Education sponsors the annual
event Take Back the Night, a rally to
raise sexual violence awareness. It is
accompanied by weeklong activities
and Green Dot training. This year,
Puget Sound has decided to host a
second rally, making Take Back the
Night a semiannual event instead of
an annual one.
Lindsey Conrad, SIRGE Student
Coordinator, has been vital in implementing this event and offered insight on what it is, how it differs from
the spring event, why there is a second one being held as well as an idea
of the administrative process.

Take Back the Night, on Nov. 8, is
intended for everyone. Conrad explained that it has been specifically
scheduled to not interfere with those
who have to attend chapter for Greek
Life. Take Back the Night will focus
on themes like why sexual violence
happens and identify major “isms,”
such as classism, racism and sexism.
The event is structured to begin with
a rally followed by having professors
from the University of Puget Sound
speak, and then transition into the
second part of the night where there
will be an open conversation where
people can share their experiences.
The November event has been in the
works since September. Due to the
fact that it will be held twice in one
school year and the shorter time to

plan for the fall event, it will be on a
lower budget and a slightly smaller
scale.
“In the spring we will actually bring
in outside speakers. The fall one will
be—I don’t want to say smaller—because in people-who-come-wise we
want it to be big, but in terms of...
having professors speak, we’re doing it so a lot of resources we can
get from the campus,” Conrad said.
“In the spring it will be significantly bigger. We usually bring in outside
speakers and do a week of events.
We’ll do Green Dot trainings, talks,
Clothesline Projects. It is like a whole
week [or] week and a half of events.”
Conrad explained why a second
Take Back the Night was desired.
“By the time we put on the spring

event it’s late March and we have all
these people amped up to make a
change and raise awareness and then
two [or] two and a half months later
they’re gone. We want to hold this in
the fall so we can start raising awareness and talking about these important issues earlier.”
Conrad had a large role in putting
on the fall event in her role as Student Sexuality and Gender Education Coordinator.
“The core planning and finding
things I wanted to do such as the logistics I did, but I was always having
meetings to bounce ideas back and
forth. I did a lot of main coordinatSEE NIGHT PAGE 2

The Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound Senate
halted fall ASUPS elections that
started in early October after miscommunications and errors occurred during the beginning stages of the process. These errors had
also been made, unnoticed, in past
years.
“So as of right now, the original election was halted… by the
Senate,” ASUPS President Paige
Maney said. “Because of basically
major miscommunications within
the Elections Committee, that actually are not anything super new
to ASUPS.”
The Senate chose to halt the fall
elections this year due to these
miscommunications, which led to
the mistake of accepting candidate
applications past the due dates.
“Senate decided to halt these
elections and basically re-run it
again because of a mistake that I
made, in that I accepted election
packet material after the deadline,”
ASUPS Vice President Marc Fagaragan said.
Miscommunications
between
the ASUPS Vice President, the
Elections Committee and Senate ensued once this mistake was
made.
Throughout the years, this error was repeatedly unnoticed by
ASUPS representatives, until this
fall. The Senate took action and
created a policy against it.
“It was kind of a process that had
gotten really sloppy,” Maney said.
“It was nothing, like, malicious or
anything. It was just something
that needed to be fixed.”
Election packets were accepted
while the ballot was already out
and polls were starting. This created problems of inequality in terms
of the treatment of candidates and
undermined the seriousness of the
responsibility of positions within
ASUPS.
“I’m really glad it happened,
now it’s like a new precedent. I
think it’ll really help the morale—
just kind of reaffirming the seriousness of ASUPS, how seriously
it needs to be taken and kind of
understanding the commitment
behind it,” Maney said.
Everything about the new elections process was the same, with
the exception of later deadlines.
SEE ELECTION PAGE 2
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der neutral.”
“These all-gender bathroom
signs…made it look like that change
was permanent and good. Now people think that all-gender bathrooms
are good when they’re still not inclusive of non-gender people. Getting the gender-neutral bathroom
signs will be something we should
celebrate,” Vallance said.
For Vallance and other members
of GNBAG, implementing gender-neutral restrooms is important
in order to ensure that individuals
who identify as transgender, nonbinary or elsewhere in the queer
spectrum feel safe and accepted.
“I believe that it’s important to
recognize everyone’s right to identify with whatever they feel they
identify as. A part of identifying is
feeling safe and feeling like there are
spaces to be yourself... It’s a bathroom. It’s something that I feel like
everyone should have,” NeshybaNara said.
Without gender-neutral restrooms available, certain individuals
are forced to use a bathroom that
they don’t want to use or that they
are harassed for using.
“Not a lot of people know that
some individuals identify outside
of being male or female… non-binary people exist and they have specific needs like having a bathroom
they feel comfortable and safe in,”
Snover said. “I identify as non-binary but I present essentially as female
because it’s easier and… because if
I use the men’s bathroom, which is
the other alternative, I would probably get a lot more heckling or harassment for that. But personally, it
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ing but definitely bounced ideas back
and forth and got approval from everyone,” Conrad said.
Additionally, the fall event will be
hosting a film series organized by
Conrad. The purpose of the film series is to increase awareness. Conrad explained some of the difficulties
in putting on a film series, such as
showing movies that have previously
been played.
“The film I’m showing, The Invisible War, was shown by the Politics
and Government Department. And
that was a pretty large conversation
in terms of do we want to show it. Is

would be very appreciated to have
a gender-neutral bathroom because
it would be validating of my identity. I’d feel comfortable there. I
wouldn’t have to worry about people making comments or being suspicious about why I was using the
bathroom I was using.”
There are people who worry, however, that increasing the number of
gender-neutral bathrooms will in
turn take away from gender-specific
bathrooms on campus.
“I can understand the concern of
people on campus, more specifically young women on campus, who
don’t want to be using the restroom
of someone who might appear or
present as male,” Snover said. “That
can make some people uncomfortable but I think we’re headed in a
good direction. As we gain education and are able to better inform
students on why this is important,
I think these issues will start to fall
away.”
These concerns of individuals and
building codes are the primary barriers to further movement on the issue.
“The major barriers are two-fold:
social and regulatory…. Some people are opposed to it… although it
is a small group of people. The more
substantive block right now is institutional,” Chong said. “There’s this
group called the International Code
Council…which regulates building
codes and we have to conform to
those codes. Due to codes, communal bathrooms cannot be genderneutral as of now.”
The University also has to be careful not to take away from the number of gender-specific bathrooms in
a building.
“Because of simple things like
code, some bathrooms can’t be con-

verted because you have to have
a particular number of fixtures in
each building and to take one bathroom offline to make it a single-use
gender-neutral restroom you may
actually reduce the number of fixtures,” Comstock said.
Despite these legal realities, GNBAG and other groups on campus
are still pushing for further progress.
The next step is to put up directional signage so that individuals
can easily find these restrooms, particularly when they are not located
next to the men’s and women’s restrooms.
GNBAG hopes that every building on campus, including residence
halls, will eventually have at least
one gender-neutral restroom.
“In Wheelock especially, there
should be more than one genderneutral bathroom, that’s where everyone goes at some point in the
day. The goal is to start by getting
one bathroom in every building,”
Vallance said.
Though more of a long-term goal,
AWG is also looking at ways to integrate gender-neutral bathrooms
into future construction and renovation of campus buildings.
“We have short-term projects
and we have some long term projects. All of which, my hope is, that
we’re going to get to a place that is
providing better inclusion,” Com-

that useful? Is that effective? We decided to go ahead and do it regardless of the fact that they did a showing of it last year and discussion. It is
still extremely practical. There are a
ton of people that didn’t go to it. So
we decided to show it again,” Conrad said.
Similarly, while this event has been
long anticipated by many and has
been very well received by the administration, Conrad explained that
some people do not see the need to
have an event that raises awareness of
sexual violence because they do not
see it as a prevalent problem.
“I mean it’s going to be controversial in that some people don’t agree
in having the event. There will always
be people that are like, ‘What’s the
point? Why are we doing this? This

is a waste of resources,”’ Conrad said.
Conrad addressed the fact that
there is always going to be a student
population that is against awareness
of sexual violence.
“ASUPS was still very supportive,
the administration was very supportive in general and had no qualms
with offering as much help and support as they could with the event,”
Conrad said.
Conrad said that she has had very
few problems organizing this event
and that the University seems excited to host it and raise sexual violence
awareness earlier in the year.
The rally will be held on Nov. 3 at
8:30 p.m.

pected of violating university
and state alcohol laws. One incident occurred in Seward Hall
and the other in Regester.

activity to Security Services by
calling (253) 879.3311. Security
is open 24/7.

stock said.
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Campaigning began later and polls
opened at a later date due to the
halt.
“I’m going to have to apologize to
everyone. We did have to halt and
re-do elections based on a mistake
that I made,” Fagaragan stated.
The election process was restarted and candidates were allowed to use their materials previously turned in. While no one
new submitted an application for
candidacy, the new elections were
once again opened to anyone who
wanted to apply in order to level
the playing field.
“In a positive light, it allows students to have the opportunity to
run and think about it more if they
didn’t think about it at the earlier
deadline,” Fagaragan said.
“And it allows all the students to
have a fair shot at turning in their
application materials if they do
want to run.”
This affected the student body
because there was an extended
period of time when the Student
Senate only contained nine voting
members. Puget Sound students
were temporarily underrepresent-

ed, but will simply have their representatives voted in when the
polls close.
“It’s a big deal in that the elections process is nothing small, it’s
very much a big thing. It matters
that someone is representing you
on ASUPS because that’s important,” Maney said.
The halt in elections allowed
ASUPS representatives to identify
a flaw in the process’ system and
correct it. This year the goal of the
ASUPS executive team was to have
meaningful connections with continuous improvement.
“I’ve taken this error of mine and
this experience as an opportunity to learn and grow from it, because it really opened my eyes to
just making sure that I focus on
the little things that make our student body government run,” Fagaragan said.
Election campaigning continued normally with all campaigning packets in. Students voted
throughout the last week of elections, and polls close today, Friday,
Oct. 31.
“We are patiently and eagerly waiting for these new Senators
to join us in our leadership team,”
Fagaragan said.

ASUPS Senate meetings recap
October 16 and 23, 2014
By AUSTEN HARRISON
• University approves gardening course for spring semester
• Extra security needed for Halloween night
• ASUPS President in conversation with student government from UW Tacoma on cooperation between universities
• President attends Board of Trustees meeting and attends workshop to
discuss student retention, ideals of liberal arts colleges, sexual assault on
campus; mentions changes to Title IX policy
• ASUPS to request budget increase for finance account to support student
organizations, programming budget to host larger events, and technology
budget to support ASUPS tech needs across campus
• Blue Scholars to perform on Nov. 1 in Marshall Hall; tickets available at
info center, $12 for students
• Dean of Students representative attends meeting about sexual assault prevention on campus and changes to Title IX policy; working on dialogue
about policy, set to host listening sessions on Nov. 4 and 6
• Dean of Students working with Greek Life to host Walk a Mile in Their
Shoes event followed by Green Dot training on Nov. 15
• Media board: Discussion of Wetlands joining media team, progress in
Commencement Hall student art project, hiring for Photo Services and Tamanawas Yearbook team
• Voting begins again for ASUPS Senator elections
• Lo Sobremesa Spanish Language Club gets approval; club established to
provide space for casual Spanish speakers to improve language skills
• DCS gets reader screen for S.U.B.; praise for Cupless Day in Diversions,
suggestions to make events regular and include Oppenheimer Café
ASUPS Senate meets every Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Murray Boardroom in
the Wheelock Student Center. Every meeting is open to all students.

SECURITY REPORT
The following is a breakdown of
incidents reported to Security
Services and occurring on campus between Oct. 21, 2014 and
Oct. 27, 2014.
Bicycle theft: There was one bicycle reported stolen during the
week. It was stolen from the rack
outside Schiff Hall. The cable
lock used to secure the bicycle
was presumably cut.
Alcohol violation: Security staff
contacted two (2) students sus-

Theft from vehicle: Two vehicles were broken into during the
week. One in the South Union
Avenue lot near the Beta Theta Pi house and the other in the
Langlow house parking lot.
Crime Prevention Tips:
·

Always report suspicious

·
Do not leave valuable property in your vehicle—especially
in open view.
·
Secure bicycles with a Ubolt style and lock through the
frame.
·
Do not walk alone at night.
If you aren’t with a group of
friends, take advantage of the Se-
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curity Courtesy Escort service.
·
Stay current on security related activities and incidents on
campus—like us on Facebook.
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Sexual misconduct policy on campus needs serious revision

By MELANIE SCHAFFER

Chances are high that if you attend
this school, or really any institution of
higher education, you’ve heard about
and/or participated in some form of
discussion about various forms of assault on campus.
In fact, earlier this semester, The
Trail issued an article on the very
subject. The article discussed Puget
Sound’s most recent steps toward
ending sexual misconduct on campus.
These include the addition of a consent workshop during orientation,
led by Assistant Dean of Students
Sara Shives, as well as the creation of
a support group for survivors of sexual assault. The article also mentioned
the summit, Transparency, Dialogue
and Action: A community response
to Sexual Assault Prevention at Puget
Sound, which occurred on Sept. 21.
While all three are greatly appreciated additions, they are solely concerned with either the prevention of
sexual misconduct, or support for
those who have survived.
As of yet, no discussions regarding the process by which sexual misconduct is handled have taken place.
Recently, concerned students have
begun pointing out issues in this process, demanding they be addressed.
As a response to the initial Trail article, Wetlands, a student-run magazine, issued an article addressing the
flaws in the system handling sexual
misconduct.

“The accused person can apply for
‘voluntary immediate withdrawal’
any time between being accused to
before the hearing starts… leaving
the school permanently with no trace
of the accusation on their record,”
Shanna Williams said in this article.
In other words, the student can leave
the school and avoid any punitive
measures that might have been taken. This leaves the survivor “without
any sense of closure or justice, which
is seriously emotionally damaging,”
Williams said.
Not only that, the system as it currently is actually provides a conse-

quence-free escape route for the offender.
“I had no idea this was even an option during the conduct process and
I have heard many many stories,” junior Kaitlyn Vallance, a vocal activist
on campus, said.
Vallance has since started a slew of
discussions on social media, all sporting the hashtag #sexualassaultatpugetsound. In these discussions she
not only acknowledges these already
expressed sentiments of discontent,
but adds her own.
When asked about her specific
grievances, she said that what worries

her is that the sexual misconduct policy went six years without revision.
“Think of all the positive change
that could have been made if these
policies had been constantly under review and not just updated to
placat[e] angry students,” Vallance
said.
Another troublesome issue she addresses is that, currently, the university does not offer on-campus rape
kits. Instead, the center for Counseling Health and Wellness Services
(CHWS) refers individuals who have
been sexually assaulted to get the test
at Tacoma General Hospital. This, she
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Sexual misconduct: The Green Dot wall in the S.U.B. reminds the Puget Sound community that
sexual assault is a real and present issue that must be addressed with caution and care.

said, “is yet another deterrent for individuals who have been sexually assaulted on this campus.” These are all
issues she believes need to be taken
very seriously, but at the very least,
she demands that the school be more
transparent about their policy on
handling sexual misconduct.
Because sexual misconduct on
campus is currently such a hot topic nationwide, Puget Sound has taken steps to address it. However,
these steps have clearly not gone far
enough.
Vallance and students like her have
become outraged over the outdated and misleading policies currently employed on campus and demand
we take the next step. Vallance urges
students to utilize the website www.
otherfreshman15.org and write an
email to the University demanding
change.
If enough voices are heard, perhaps
we can move from simply trying to
prevent sexual assault and harassment on campus, to actually taking
serious measures when it does happen.

PICK UP A COPY OF
NEXT WEEK’S ISSUE OF
THE TRAIL FOR AN INDEPTH LOOK AT PUGET
SOUND’S SEXUAL MISCONDUCT REPORTING
PROCESS.

Change your password? Philosophy department is antiqueer
By SOPHIE CARR
Ever since the Heartbleed bug,
a reinstated rule-of-thumb for
the online community has been,
“Change your passwords regularly.” It’s become proverbial for anyone who follows cyber policy; for
decades, security guidelines have
recommended frequent password
changes, commonly between 30
and 180 days.
However, in recent months, it’s
become highly questionable if frequently updating your password
actually does increase security.
A Microsoft study found that
compulsory password changes do
little to improve student security,
yet do much to increase frustration.
The library is brimming with
the cacophony of angry keyboard
typing, as students try to cipher
what their newly changed password is. Though their guesswork
doesn’t take long, seeing as many
users have a tendency to alter their
previous, simple passwords with
slight variations (e.g., password 3).
“I hate password changes,” sophomore Rachael Garrison said. “I
had to write my new Puget Sound
password on a sticky note on my
laptop.”
It’s easy to recognize how our
password regime may not be as secure as one might think. In this
scenario, password-changing requirements could actually increase
risk.
In the case of private networks—
campus access for instance—
hackers are less likely to use your
password than they are to install
backdoor access. Backdoor access
(regrettably not a euphemism) is
a means of access to a computer program that bypasses security
mechanisms. With this consideration, habitual password changes
won’t protect your account.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
claims that password expiration
rules, the process of forcing a
user to select a new password af-

ter a certain time, are “not of much
help in mitigating cracking because they have such a small effect
on the amount of effort an attacker
would need to expend.” Not only
are hackers generally aware of
password expiration routines, but
they are also in possession of advanced software that allows them
to use an encryption algorithm
that can cipher any eight-character password, no matter how many
times it’s changed.
Be that as it may, there are exceptions. For certain accounts, hackers are more inclined to “listen in”
and furtively stick around for a
period of time until they acquire
important information about you.
Students might consider regularly
changing passwords for social networking sites that may not have
two-factor authentication. This
may include email, IM, or conference services.
Rather than cycle through
varying, yet similar, passwords,
it would be better to choose a
unique (perhaps even extraordinary,
unprecedented—come
across as psychotic) password for
all accounts—one as long as possible. Strengthen all of your security options (such as two-factor authentication, creating unguessable
password recovery questions, and
backing everything up). Because,
ultimately, strong passwords won’t
be enough—no matter how often
you change them.
If you have any weak or corresponding passwords, it would be
wise to change them as soon as
you can. Also, regard any security breach as a reminder to investigate and update not only your
passwords, but your security setup
in general—if needed. After this,
come to terms with the fact that
you’ve done the best you can—and
save yourself the bother of having to consult the calendar when
switching passwords.

ture death, caught in the intersection of vitality and nothingness, I

By CJ QUEIROLO
The University of Puget Sound
Philosophy Department has a major issues with diversity and inclusion. In my experience as a philosophy major at this University, I
have been silenced in class by professors, belittled by my peers and
erased in our curricula.
Why do the white, straight, cisgender, propertied, tenured male
professors in our philosophy department refuse to include the
work of queers, the work of trans
philosophers, the work of marginalized people in general? Why is
it that there is only one tenured
woman in our philosophy department? Why are there no visible,
tenured queer professors in our
philosophy department?
I believe that this exclusion is
made possible because of a philosophical culture of systematic and
systematized erasure. The arguments, theories and life-worlds of
queer people are considered “irrelevant” to philosophical discourse,
too “personal” to have anything to
offer a metaphysical exposition.
In a class discussion, I was articulating how trans and queer
people have been erased, killed,
literally silenced; the professor
responded to this by telling me to
“stop talking.” I do not know if the
irony of such a silencing move was
apparent to the professor.
However, it was immediately apparent to me: in the moment I am
articulating the history of people
like me, who have been burned,
killed, raped, targeted for annihilation, made vulnerable to prema-

I am told to stop talking
so that a white, straightpassing, cisgender
student can begin an
exposition of the ways
that gender is liberatory
for trans people. This,
after a trans student was
silenced... I say this now,
as a philosophy major: the
Department of Philosophy
at this University is not a
safe space for trans and
queer students.
am told to stop talking. I am told
to stop talking so that a white,
straight-passing, cisgender student can begin an exposition of
the ways that gender is liberatory
for trans people. This, after a trans
student was silenced.
Such a particular is not an indictment of philosophy itself.
However, in this example, I find
a crystallization of a tendency at
work within philosophy to relegate the life-worlds of queer and
trans people to a domain of “nonphilosophy,” a revelation of the
truth that our lives are meaningless to philosophy, that the love of
knowledge does not mean the love

of trans and queer knowledge.
I say this now, as a philosophy
major: the Department of Philosophy at this University is not
a safe space for trans and queer
students. It is not a safe space
for us because it is not a space
that we have any control within,
where in debates about the definition of “knowledge,” “time” and
“space,” the knowledge we hold of
our eradication of space through
time is irrelevant to our professors. It is irrelevant because our
bodies and our deaths are irrelevant to philosophy. And it is irrelevant to philosophy not only
because philosophers have made
it irrelevant: it becomes irrelevant
to philosophy when philosophy is
understood to mean “metaphysics,” “epistemology” and “ethics.”
These categorizations of thought
have done nothing for trans and
queer people through history. Indeed, metaphysics routinely tell
us our genders are not real, epistemology tells us we “don’t really”
know what we’re talking about
when we talk about our genders,
and ethics has told us it is “wrong”
to be trans and queer.
If trans and queer students want
a safe, inclusive space to discuss
our bodies, we need to claim that
space for ourselves. This philosophy department will not give it to
us. It isn’t even interested in trying. I dare anyone to show me a
counterexample, of the ways in
which our specific philosophy department is inclusive to trans or
queer people.
But, dear reader, don’t hold your
breath. We all know such an example doesn’t exist.

Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, email us at trailops@pugetsound.edu, or
visit our website at trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us.
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Residence Life alcohol policy is counterproductive
The way that RAs are educated creates problems for all
By CLARA BROWN
Last fall, a student was talking with
his RA in the hallway, and invited
the RA into his room to continue the
conversation and hang out for a bit.
At some point during their conversation, the RA spotted an empty case
of Rainier next to his fridge, and she
wrote him up. It was the first week
of school, and she felt she had to establish herself as an authority figure
in order to instill the message that
drinking in a residence hall is not acceptable behavior.
Needless to say, their relationship
was severed within the first week of
their eight months of living together.
When describing the situation to me,
the RA involved explained, “what I
did was the right thing for my job,
but certainly not my community…
I was immediately alienated and had
no hope of being someone that he
or any of his friends could talk to,
should an actual problem arise.”
I asked several RAs to describe
what they saw as the purpose of
their position, and received a range
of responses. Many RAs emphasized
keeping their community safe; others discussed creating an inclusive
community for all, or teaching people how to live cohesively with one
another.
One veteran RA put it quite succinctly: “I think the purpose of an
RA is to facilitate a supportive and
compassionate community, in a way
that people feel safe pushing their
own boundaries.”
Interestingly, not one of them discussed enforcing the integrity code
as their top priority.
Before I continue, I’d like to note
that I am by no means advocating
for a culture of underage drinking
on this campus. Rather, I’d like to
see policies that reflect an increase in
consistency between the priorities of
the administration and the priorities
of ResLife.
What if we created a system in
which RAs had no authority to write
students up? Instead of policing for
breaches of the integrity code, they
could focus on fulfilling the roles
they unanimously believe to be most
important: facilitating the formation
of safe and inclusive communities.
There is a fine line between an RA
doing their job of protecting his or
her community and creating prob-

lems out of a controlled environment. Instead of embodying what
they believe to be top priority, in
practice, many RAs use their position to justify snooping on their
peers. Residents are left feeling degraded, inferior, and helpless. How
can an RA successfully create a safe,
responsible community, while also
enforcing our University’s integrity code, when they are forced to go
looking for trouble?
Within a few days of being on campus, first-year students are presented
with the “6 Pack of Common Sense”
workshop as part of orientation.
Over the recent Parent’s Weekend
on campus, the University also hosted a “parent version” of the talk. Both
conveyed a similar message: we understand college students are going
to drink, but we would like to inform
the students about the effects of alcohol in order to promote responsible
decision making.
On the surface, it seems as though
the University is taking a productive
and reasonable approach towards
combating unsafe alcohol consumption on campus.
Programs such as the newly implemented “Call for Help” policy (essentially a Good Samaritan policy,
encouraging students to call security without penalty if a student is in
need of medical attention due to intoxication or other drug use) and the
“6 Pack of Common Sense” workshops seem to acknowledge that
drinking will occur on campus, but
the University has failed in its consistency.
On one hand, we are presented with a lenient, understanding
message, but on the other, RAs are
trained to seek out alcohol violations
while on rounds.
Again, I am certainly not condoning underage alcohol consumption.
I’m taking the approach that the University appears to subscribe to, as evidenced by its alcohol safety and education policies: we’re in college. It is
inevitable.
In my experience here, ResLife has
created divided communities, pitting the residents against their RAs,
RCCs, and RDs. RAs are seen as police figures, and are alienated from
their residents as soon as an RA
writes one of them up for a conduct
violation.
One of the conduct coordinators on campus, Krystle Cobian, ex-
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Alcohol policy: Policy decisions that come out of Jones Hall may need some reconsideration to be
fairer to students and RAs.
plained that, “the purpose of an RA is
to document, observe, and approach
wrongful behavior respectfully.”
There is a great amount of ambiguity tied to the term “respectfully.”
The job of an RA is certainly a difficult one—trying to balance the relationship between friend and leader/
policy enforcer.
RAs are trained to go on scheduled
rounds, which double as “community outreach” (a set time when an
RA is in the building and available to
talk) and safety checks.
Every public space—lounges, bathrooms, hallways, kitchens, etc.—is
checked. But, along with rounds, RAs
are also supposed to be on the lookout for disruptive behavior. They are
trained to use their best judgment in
determining what is disruptive.
According to Cobian, security has
received about five calls this semester in response to a student in need
of medical attention due to alcohol
abuse. Under the new “Call for Help”
policy, neither the caller nor the victim will receive a conduct violation,
so long as both complete “educational assignments in lieu of conduct
sanctions.”
Despite the few calls seeking medical attention, there are a staggering
number of write-ups every weekend
due to alcohol violations. The number of alcohol-related incidents reported varies per weekend: Cobian
said there could be as few as three or
four, or as many as nine or 10. When

looking at individuals involved, that
could range from 3-50+. Compared
with the five calls for help placed this
semester, there seems to be an incongruity between the number of students needing help and the number
of students written up.
It appears quite obvious that the
vast majority of students written up
are written up for drinking in a casual, controlled setting.
One may argue that the write-ups
prevented an unsafe situation from
occurring, and, while that may be
true, there is also the flip side to this
argument.
Last semester, an RA knocked on
a student’s door in the evening after
hearing a few voices, to find a group
of five students sitting around a basketball game, each with a beer in
hand.
She acknowledged that her intentions were just “to check up on the
students.” But, because she observed
a few beer cans in the room, she was
forced to write the students up out of
fear that if it got back to her RD that
she hadn’t, she would face punishment herself.
It is better to educate and inform
the student body about safe and responsible habits than to prohibit alcohol entirely. The latter approach
forces students to drink quickly and
heavily in their rooms in order to
avoid being written up. Or worse, it
forces students off campus to consume alcohol, where resources such

as RAs, Security, and fellow peers are
not available to help, should an unsafe situation arise.
The prohibitive approach may be
more necessary at a university such
as Dartmouth, where 120 students in
the fall 2010 term received some sort
of medical attention for intoxication.
Ideally, Puget Sound’s number
should be zero. We should strive
for the fewest incidents of sexual assault and fewest hospital visits that
are conceivably possible. At the same
time, we seem to be addressing a
problem that does not already exist.
Institutions our size or smaller have
a much smaller number of students
in need of medical attention due to
intoxication per semester—five is
a fraction of other small liberal arts
schools. Puget Sound is clearly not a
“party school,” yet the administration
is aggressive with our alcohol policy
as if this is the case. Why not create a
more collaborative approach?
I want to stress that being a college
student does not exempt us from
state laws. It is illegal for an individual to consume alcohol under the age
of 21.
Instead, I would like to see the University extend its approach toward
alcohol awareness and safety to the
RA level. Instead of requiring RAs to
police and enforce, when an RA observes the presence of alcohol in situations that aren’t genuinely disruptive, maybe the RA could be trained
to counsel and educate.

Does celebrating Columbus Day also celebrate racism?
By JORDYN ATKINSON
Each year, on the second Monday of
October, our nation celebrates Columbus Day, the man often highly regarded for his journeys across the Atlantic
ocean. However, America has recently
become severely divided on the idea of
admiring the explorer and celebrating
Columbus Day.
The first part of the controversy regards the actual historical facts associated with the holiday, such as the belief
that he was the man who discovered
America. He wasn’t.
Leif Erikson, a Viking born in 1st
century Norway, and has been historically named as the first European to
reach North America, nearly 500 years
before Columbus; Oct. 9 is even an observed holiday to honor him. However, there have been stories that tell of
New World landings by regions as diverse as Japan, Scotland, Egypt, Den-

mark, and even Ancient Rome.
Not only was Columus far from the
first (non-American) person to ‘discover’ America, but he and his men
also famously mistreated the indigenous people they found there.. Native
Americans were captured and held as
slaves, forced to convert to Christianity, and raped, beaten, and murdered.
The native inhabitants were killed inadvertently as well, as the newcomers brought many new and rapidly
spreading diseases with them across
the ocean.
“Columbus is a two out of ten. He
gets points for discovering America,
but none for raping and killing everyone,” said Sophomore Anthony
Camme.
These relatively new discoveries
about the grim reality of Columbus
have sparked anger over the holiday,
protests at parades, and especially debates about school curriculums. It
seems as though schoolchildren are

taught an whitewashed portrayal of
the explorer.
To make the teaching easier, a poem
was created and has become common knowledge for many people today. Most children are familiar with
the rhyme, “in fourteen hundred
and ninety-two; Columbus sailed the
ocean blue.” However, the poem goes
on to say “‘Indians! Indians!’ Columbus cried; his heart was filled with joyful pride.”
The idealized representation of the
Italian explorer has angered those who
feel strongly about the subject and demanded an official response regarding
Columbus. This year, some states did
respond: South Dakota and Seattle
have both renamed the day in recognition of the reality of Columbus that
has come to light in recent years.
However, others do not share these
beliefs and promote the continued celebration of Columbus Day.
“It’s not about honoring everything

he’s done, but the founding of America,” said first year Gaby Viloria. “There
are many celebrated figures in history
who have achieved great accomplishments, but have also done horrible
things.”
While it is true that Columbus acted disgustingly towards the Native
Americans and was obsessed with the
pursuit of gold for the Spanish royalty, this is not what truly matters for the
holiday.
Due to his records, explorers for
years to come were able to repeat his
journey across the Atlantic Ocean and
inhabit the colonies he founded. This
original landing raised awareness in
Europe about the New World and encouraged colonization. Rather than
focusing on the personal beliefs and
actions of one explorer, Columbus, or
Exploration, day aims to mark the beginning of our nation and appreciating the nature of exploring new lands.
“We should value his Columbus as a

story, not as a person,” said first year
Oliver Young. “He overcame political,
physical, and geographical barriers
to reach an area he previously knew
nothing about.”
Rather than focusing on Columbus’
personal beliefs or actions, the second
Monday of each October should be
used to celebrate the explorations that
took place in the 15th century, including the ones that allowed us to become
the United States of America. Renaming the holiday Exploration Day could
accomplish just that.
It goes without saying that no one
should celebrate slavery, violence, or
evilness, but that is not the intention
of the holiday. When appreciated as
a day to commend the foundation of
a great nation, rather than any man
himself, it is a holiday that encourages patriotism and a spirit of discovery,
that should live on today.
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HEY YOU! Tall blonde Cellar
worker, stop undressing me with
your eyes...or don’t.
HEY YOU! Person who doesn’t
like being undressed with my eyes,
I’m sorry but I can’t help it you’re
just too damn sexy.
HEY YOU! Early music history
boy, let me play your bone flute.
HEY YOU! A lot of people really
like the song that one guy played at
Passages about the Cascade Range!
HOW CAN WE GET AHOLD OF
IT?!? Put it on Internet please...

Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.
edu, submit via Tumblr at
heyyoupugetsound.tumblr.com
or put one in the boxes in
Diversions, The Cellar or
Oppenheimer Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer
to individuals or groups or are
hateful or libelous in nature. A
full description of the policy can
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.

HEY YOU! I think I love you.
HEY YOU! Asian Cellar Pi Phi
girl, that pizza was good but you
would be better.
HEY YOU! Curly-haired tall dark
and handsome Cellar man, I wanna nibble your ear.
HEY YOU! Overcompensating
Bio Boy, I hear that you require
Differential Interference contrast
microsopy to be visualized.

HEY YOU! 7:30 a.m. Stein O’
Duke, my morning mistress, your
eyebrows and smile are the only
caffeine I need in the morning.
HEY YOU! Make the stride of
pride not the walk of shame—you
go get a little somethin’ somethin’.
HEY YOU! “Forever and always”
out of tune, sister. Loved seeing
you & miss you lots. You’re the
best! ~J
HEY YOU! Vegan/Vegetarian
Club, I know you exist because I
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saw you at the past two LogJams,
but I can’t find a way to contact
you! Contact Food Justice Programs at the Center for Intecultural and Civic Engagement—we
want to work with you!
HEY YOU! Tired of your professors reading your papers? Read
theirs instead in the Sound Ideas
Faculty Scholarship collection:
http://soundideas.pugetsound.
edu/faculty_research/
HEY YOU! “Still have my CD plater,” please keep your hipsturbation
private.
HEY YOU! With the shoes and the
eyes and the ability to breathe...
come over ;)

the scarf, I see the way you look at
me ;)
HEY YOU! Sexy can I?
HEY YOU! Yik Yak is sooo mainstream...Hey Yous are where it’s at.
HEY YOU! I cannot wait to get
down with y’all in costume this
weekend!
HEY YOU! You never made me
that mix CD :(
HEY YOU! Doing the 30-day challenge! WAY TO GO!

HEY YOU! You are a beautiful
woman and are my future wife.

HEY YOU! Senior compsci major
with brown hair and blue eyes,
you make my heart stop with your
goofiness and intelligence. Secretly praying you’ll ask me out ;)

HEY YOU! That wink and smile
you gave me made me melt inside.

HEY YOU! It’s asexual awareness
week.

HEY YOU! Housemate I love
so much, thanks for being there
when I need ya.

HEY YOU! Hemmingway enthusiast absentee div barista: Come
back from SF and rematch us in
the Great American Challenge.

HEY YOU! Football team, you
better kick some PLU booty.
HEY YOU! Diversions girl with

Peer allies provide support Gendered costumes highlight inequalities
affects more than the individual. colleges across the nation embrace
for victims of sexual assault By MIA HORNAE
For example, a costume that aims sexy Halloween to some extent.
By GREGORY GROPAGE
Trigger warning: Rape, sexual
assault, victim blaming.
The process of healing for victims
of sexual assault can be long and
extremely painful, with a great many
stages and steps necessary for healthy
recovery. While there is no “normal”
or “average” way to recover from the
destructive effects of sexual assault,
frequently reported effects of sexual
assault include post-traumatic stress
disorder, depression and flashbacks,
all of which can be enormous
impediments to healthy, everyday
life. Receiving medical attention in
a place that the survivor can feel safe
is of the utmost importance in the
aftermath of sexual assault, as the
perpetrator may have—alongside
any physical harm that may have
been inflicted—impregnated the
survivor or have infected the survivor
with STIs.
But while medical assistance will
need to be administered to any and
all injuries and forensic evidence
will need to be collected from the
survivor’s body to be used to identify
and persecute the perpetrator, the
psychological aftermath of sexual
assault can be just as debilitating as
physical harm. In the words of an
anonymous survivor, “Rape is not
just physical violence, it is also mental
violence. It is not easily forgotten.”
So while Security Services, CHWS
and off-campus forces can provide
medical aid and secure space that
survivors of sexual assault need,
the question remains of to whom
the campus’ survivors can turn to
for psychological and emotional
help. For this reason, the school
program Peer Allies was started a
year ago, intent on providing this aid
to survivors. Answering questions
from The Trail, Peer Allies President
Bianca Jarvis responded that the
purpose of Peer Allies is “to support
victims of sexual violence who may
have felt powerless to talk, be heard
and be believed, as well as provide
information to survivors about the
resources both on and off campus.”
When asked about her personal
reasons for joining Peer Allies, Jarvis
cited two, the first being that “[she],
and many women [she knows], have
been conditioned to believe that
catcalling, butt grabbing, and other
forms of harassment and assault are
normal and just part of what women
experience in life.” Psychological
and sociological studies, particularly
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Peer Allies: Group provides
support for student survivors.
those concerned with gang rape,
suggest that the normalization of
objectification is a major contributor
to rape culture, perpetuating the
perspective that dehumanization of
others is acceptable. The other major
reason that Jarvis cited as a reason
for her participation in Peer Allies
is “to support those who have been
broken by another’s need to control
and overpower them… for the men
and women in my life who have been
hurt or have hurt those close to me
and myself.”
Studies in rape psychology
heavily suggest that a great deal of
the mindset behind rape and the
mindset rape victims are left with has
to do with control and power. It is for
this reason that theories of cycles of
sexual abuse have arisen, explaining
the correlation between victims of
assault or abuse and perpetrators of
assault or abuse as victims, who have
had power taken away, taking away
power of others, as Jarvis mentioned.
For Jarvis, “joining peer allies was a
way that [she] could be available for
someone in need and refortify the
power that had been taken away.”
The members of the Peer Allies are
selected by application at the end of
the previous academic year and hold
office hours in the Gail Day Chapel
on the second floor of Kilworth
Chapel, where they are available
to talk with students in need. In
the spring, an interest meeting will
be held for students interested in
applying. Once all applications are
submitted, the current Peer Allies
collectively select the next year’s
Peer Allies so as to form “a group
of members that are passionate
about this topic and are eager to
change the way college campuses
view and handle sexual violence and
misconduct with regards to victim
support.”

Halloween is a time for self-expression. The costume possibilities are endless; anything goes with
Ninja Turtle, pirate and sexy nun
costumes all passing as acceptable.
Concerns are generally aimed at
the latter costume, or any other
costumes fitting into the “sexy”
genre. Halloween is a strangely
sexualized holiday, but even more
disturbing are the social conditions under which it is sexualized.
It is rather shocking to see a sexy
hamburger or pizza costume, and
yet these still sell. Overall
Halloween sales are estimated to increase from last
year. The National Retail
Federation predicts total
spending on Halloween
to increase to a recordsetting $7.4 billion. This is
due to Halloween landing
on a Friday, and an increase
in the number of Americans, 30.4 percent to
33.4 percent, attending or throwing a party.
Puget Sound students
will undoubtedly become part of this statistic, as many delight
at the thought of
a wild Halloween
night.
In the media,
many protest the
objectifying nature of women’s
costumes. This is
a point of contention, as Halloween can be used
as a liberating
day to dress up
as your heart
desires, even
if this means
losing a little
fabric and showing some skin.
A risqué costume
choice can pose
many questions: Is it
sexually liberating or
limiting? Can the line
be drawn between satire
and convention? Where
does outside perception
fit into the equation?
Albeit, it is a choice that
individuals
make,
and
should be respected as such.
It is, though, a choice that

to be satirical—meant to make fun
of the rampant Halloween sexiness—could be viewed as just another sexy Halloween costume by
an outsider.
Conversely, a bootylicious biker
costume could be liberating, but
would also be falling into the social norm of a provocative Halloween costume. Of course, individuals will make their choices for
a variety of personal reasons, it is
important to note that those on the
outside will not always be privy to
those reasons.
According to Yandy.
com, the largest online
retailer of sexy costumes, nine of the top 10
2013 sales (by zip code)
were highest in college
towns. Needless to say,
coll-

What is more troubling than this is
the treatment of men’s and women’s costumes. Yandy.com does
not sell sexy men’s costumes. Even
speaking of sexy men’s Halloween
costumes seems out of place.
The difference between men and
women’s costumes is disturbing.
Commercial costume marketing
and production reserves the “sexy”
category for women.
There are stark contrasts between costumes for men and
women that are supposed to represent the same thing. This was even
highlighted on the popular website
Buzzfeed. The website ran a video
titled “Men Try On Ladies’ Sexy
Halloween Costumes,” where men
comment (and look absurd in) the
Halloween costumes many women
dress up in.
Those who are proponents of a
sexy women’s Halloween should
also advocate for men to sexualize their costumes. All genders
would have to participate—or at
least have the social option of participating—in order for the experience to be equitable.
The problem is the asymmetric
treatment of men and women. If
it was not unconventional for all
people to dress scantily, the
question would be whether or
not people should be behaving
this way. Instead we are stuck
with a situation in which
women are sexualized and
men are not. Until we cross
this threshold, or change
women’s costumes, Halloween will reinforce
a
heteronormative
societal structure. It
will still be a fun
holiday
with
candy, pumpkins,
and
parties, but it
will be stuck
in the patriarchal past,
and this is not
where we should
want it to be.
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Checking in on the Master Plan Challenge

yourself
An overview of President Ronald Thomas’s longto 30 days
term improvement plan, past and future
of yoga
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Mike Segawa: As the Dean of Students for the University of Puget Sound, Dean Segawa
is responsible for Residence Life, Greek Life, Orientation, Puget Sound Outdoors, Student
Conduct, Counseling, Health and Wellness, Multicultural Student Affairs, Off-Campus Student
Affairs and Spirituality, Service, and Social Justice.

By ROSA BRANDT

W

hile many projects
on campus are visible (such as new flowers being planted or the mowing
of the lawns), there are some that
go mostly unseen. This article will
briefly touch on some of these ‘invisible’ projects in order to bring
them to students’ awareness.
As Dean of Students, Mike Segawa is just the man to highlight the
important upcoming changes to
campus. He spoke about one large
building project and three groups
that are currently working behind
the scenes on campus.
It may be a nice surprise to firstyear students to hear that the fitness center will be expanded within their career as a student here at
the University.
“Seniors and juniors are probably not going to swim in a new
pool, but our first-year students,
they might,” Segawa said.
With the fundraising nearly finished, it shouldn’t be too long before construction begins.
“We’ll probably stage the construction, because the aquatic center will be attached to the
Fieldhouse and the fitness center will be on the backside. We’re
thinking that from start to finish
it will probably be about a year
and a half on those projects once
we get started,” Segawa said.
He explained that relative to the
large construction projects that
have been happening the last seven or eight years, the work is beginning to slow down. The addition of a new aquatic and fitness
center is the one major project left
at this point.
However, three groups are hard
at work with different types of ongoing projects. One of these is the
experiential workgroup, which is
a group of faculty and staff looking into the internships, work and
job opportunities for students.
“We’re trying to get a handle on
what everyone is doing, and then
figuring out where we might need
to do more,” Segawa said. “Because those kinds of experiential
learning opportunities are really what we call high-impact educational practices... they’re really

helpful in terms of a student’s education.”
A second example is the enrollment workgroup, which works
with the board of trustees to provide the administration with feedback and guidance related to the
school’s enrollment. One aspect
of the workgroup is the Tacoma
Public Schools Commitment, a financial aid initiative for students
graduating from Tacoma high
schools.
Finally, a group that will be much
more permanent on campus is the
Sexual and Gender Violence Committee (SGVC). A smaller group
that was started by Dean Segawa
last year has become the more official and structured workgroup
this year.
“The reason behind the transition from a working group to a
formal institutional wide committee has to do with what I and many
others on this campus believe is
important work that necessitates
permanence, continuity, transpar-

ency and increased visibility,” Michael Benitez said. Benitez is Chief
Diversity Officer, Dean of Diversity and Inclusion and Title IX
officer here at Puget Sound. According to the University’s page
on prevention efforts, SGVC is a
mixed group of staff, students and
community partners responsible
for examining the campus’ work
in preventing sexual and gender
violence, as well as response and
education.
Some new aspects will be implemented on campus, according to
Benitez.
“An online reporting call-out
box that will be made visible for
students, staff and faculty to be
able to file sexual misconduct reports online,” Benitez said. Sexual misconduct includes sexual assault and harassment, domestic
violence and stalking.
This project will include the
“training and professional development for staff and faculty, and
additional awareness, risk reduc-

tion and prevention education for
students,” Benitez said.
As for Dean Segawa’s role in
these projects, it is varied for each
one.
“It’s really twofold: having staff
there and implementing recommendations that come from them,”
Segawa said, speaking of his involvement in the workgroups.
However, he noted that for the
fitness center/aquatic project he
would be much more of an observer.
These four ‘projects’ are examples of the type of work that goes
on at Puget Sound. All of it intends to be supportive, though
some of it is visible, and others are
invisible.
Dean Segawa assures that there
will always be smaller-scale work
done during the summertime,
much of which is done on residence halls and houses. With
maintenance work constantly underway, committees and workgroups are hard at work finding
more ways to support current students. Alongside a new fitness and
aquatic center in the work serving as something to look forward
to, students should be aware that
projects are always taking place on
the campus. Whether or not they
are directly visible, they will still
leave an impact.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT THE
UNIVERSITY’S
MASTER PLAN,
GO TO:
TRAIL.PUGETSOUND.EDU/TOPICS/FEATURES

By TORI KLEIN

One of the newest trends on campus seems to be completing the 30day challenge at Expand Yoga. The
challenge is simple: the participant
pays for an unlimited month of yoga.
It’s $100 for community members;
however, students receive a discount
of 50 percent, lowering the cost to
only $50. That’s not the real challenge
though. The real challenge is attending class every day for 30 days.
If the challenger is able to do this,
they get their next month of yoga free.
According to the staff, the challenge
changes lives.
Committing to something for 30
days is hard, especially as a student.
Not to mention it’s one you have to
drive or bike to. But, not to worry,
there are exceptions to this challenge;
the challenger is allowed to miss two
out of the 30 days.
However, one can’t miss two days
in a row, and if the challenger misses
one day they have to go to two classes the next day. Other than this, the
participant can go to any of the classes, at any of the times, and as often as
they want.
The most common classes offered
are the Hot Vinyasa and Original
Hot. The Hot Vinyasa is a class for
all levels, that focuses on connecting each breath with the movements
while the room temperature is held
approximately at 95 degrees.
The Original Hot contains a series of 26 poses designed to stretch,
strengthen and develop balance. The
temperature is held at 100 degrees.
Although these are the most common classes offered, I do not suggest limiting oneself to just these two.
Beth Hoy is a Puget Sound student
and a current challenger.
Hoy’s favorite class is the closing
class on Sunday at 7:30 p.m. This class
is only offered once a week because
they have live music played while one
is working out.
“The music is really soothing, and
makes the class more relaxing, but
you have to get there early or the class
will fill up,” Hoy said.
A class that would be best for beginners is Inversions. As the name
implies, the majority of the time in
class one will be upside down doing
headstands in the center of the room.
If you aren’t quite at that level just yet,
you are allowed to use the wall. The
purpose of this class is not only to
work on the ability to do a headstand
but also arm strength and balance.
“I was hesitant at first to go to an inversion class, it is more difficult but a
lot of fun too,” Allie Hoy said. Hoy has
completed the challenge, and gone to
multiple Inversion classes.
After doing the challenge I have
some tips for you. First, remember to
stay hydrated. During these classes
you will sweat a lot and you need to
rehydrate afterwards, or else you will
notice it the next day in class.
Second, use a towel over your mat.
A towel can be washed but your mat
cannot.
Third, do this with a group of
friends, it’s easier to do if you aren’t
doing it alone. It also provides a
chance to carpool so you can save
some money on gas.
My last tip is to not get discouraged; there are people in these classes
who have been doing this for a while.
If you have just started you will most
likely not be at the same level as them.
That does not mean you cannot get
there though. Go try a class, and if
you like it, try the 30-day challenge.

URES
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Business 101: How to approach the style
Business casual
By ANACRISTINA
SOMARRIBA

T

his is a column that aims
to answer important
questions college students may have regarding money,
the job hunt, and everything inbetween.
Throughout college we are encouraged, coerced, forced to
dress in business casual at some
point. Whether it is for your fraternity or sorority’s weekly chapter meeting, a class presentation,
a networking event or a speaker, business casual is a must. For
some, dressing business casual is
second nature but for others it is
a dreaded chore. Regardless, it
is an important skill that college
students need as we look towards
the next step after Puget Sound.
Because this is a tricky subject
to master, here are some tips on
what to wear for an interview,
which can be applied to business
casual in general.
Below are some suggestions
from Jessica Beroth, a Human
Resource Assistant for Nord-
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Business casual attire:
Hillary Hadland (left) and
Katie Barth (right) display
proper business casual attire
for women that can be worn
to an interview or a business.

From the
Archives
in collaboration with

Did you know
that until the
1960s first-year
students were
required to
wear a “CPS”
green beanie on
campus?
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Business casual attire: Hillary Hadland (left) and Katie Barth
(right) display two ways that people who express a more
masculine identity can dress for an interview or business casual
events. Pair these with slacks and you’re good to go!
strom, Hillary Hadland, Department Manager of Women’s Trend
for Nordstrom, and Katie Barth,
Assistant Manager of the Men’s
Department for Nordstrom.
General Tips
Presentation Matters
• It is better to be overdressed
than underdressed. What you
wear is a form of presenting
yourself. The way you dress also
shows how much you care about
the event you are attending. If
you did not take the time to get
ready and look presentable for an
event it will show.
• Dress for the industry and
company. The way you dress for
an interview at Google is different than the way you would dress
for an interview at a law firm.
Learn about the company and
their culture. Don’t be afraid to
ask the interviewer what the expected wardrobe is.
• Dress comfortably but remain
professional. If you are constantly
fixing your clothes it can be really distracting to the interviewer,
making them pay less attention to
what you are actually saying. Ad-

ditionally, you do not want to be
in a stressful situation only made
more stressful because you are
wearing something uncomfortable.
• Incorporate personal style
while staying professional. You
want to stand out and while what
you say is more important than
what you wear, your clothing can
help you stand out.
• Details matter. Pay attention
to the little things. For example,
are tags tucked in? Is there a stain
on my shirt? You know the saying, “the devil is in the details.”
• Clothes should be pressed,
neat and a good fit. You may have
on a nice shirt but it will not look
good if it is all wrinkly or does
not fit you.
For Women
• A third piece ties the outfit
together. Think of a nice jacket
or blazer. Some examples: black
jacket with an asymmetrical zipper and elbow detail, a white
blazer, or a patterned jacket.
• It is important to note that if
you have a statement piece such
as the patterned jacket above,
keep the rest of the outfit clean

and simple.
• Accessories: err on the side of
caution: big and bold can be distracting but if worn with a toneddown outfit it could work. For
earrings you do not want anything super large or distracting
since it will overwhelm your face.
• As for bags we recommend
nothing too big or bulky. Opt for
a cross body bag.
• Nothing too short or overexposing.
• Wear hosiery if skirt or dress
length is above the knee. At Nordstrom’s it is generally from October to February when hosiery is
a requirement.
• Nails manicured. Chipped
nails are not a good look and details matter.
• Makeup and perfume moderate. Keep your makeup more
natural, you do not want to be
covered in it. Additionally, some
people are allergic to artificial
scents so keep that in mind.
For Men
• A third piece ties an outfit together. Wear a jacket or a blazer
with a fun pattern or a fun tie.
• You do not need a full suit.
Slacks and jacket or blazer should
be a different color or pattern.
• You can show your personality
with a tie, a jacket or socks.
• Do not be afraid to play with
patterns and colors. An example is a blue shirt with a striped
tie that has hints of blue in it. Or
a patterned shirt with hints of
burnt orange so a tie that is almost that same color. Just make
sure to stick with three colors at
most, create a color scheme.
• For a more casual place of
business such as Google or Amazon, slacks are not necessary but
do opt for jeans that are more
formal, like a black or dark blue
wash.
Regardless of your major or
what your plan is after college,
knowing what to wear for interviews or for business casual events is an important skill to
have and one that should be mastered.

FUN FACT:
The owl is
a popular
Halloween
image. In
Medieval
Europe, owls
were thought
to be witches,
and to hear an
owl’s call meant
someone was
about to die.

Local farms
to visit this
Halloween
YMCA FRIENDS & SERVANTS
YOUTH MENTORSHIP FARM
Apples, raspberries, strawberries
6613 114th Ave. Ct. E, Puyallup, WA 98372. Phone: (253) 8408110.
SCHOLZ FARMS AND GARDENS,
PUMPKIN PALACE
Pumpkins, pumpkin patch, corn
maze, farm animals
12920 State Route 162 E, Orting,
WA. Phone: (253) 848-7604
PICHA FARMS
Pumpkin patch—U-pick and
pre-harvested, corn maze, restrooms, picnic area
6502 52nd Street East, Puyallup,
WA 98371. Phone: (253) 841-4443
LOVES FARM
Pumpkins, Christmas trees, corn
maze
2010 Meridian E., Edgewood,
WA. Phone: (253) 942-3667
JIM’S U-FISH AT OLD MCDEBBIE’S FARM
Pumpkin patch—U-pick and
pre-harvested, fall festival, fresh
eggs, snacks and refreshment
stand, restrooms, picnic area,
pony rides, petting zoo, farm animals, birthday parties, weddings
and wedding parties, school tours,
events at your location (call for
info)
4924 268th Street East, Spanaway, WA 98387. Phone: (253)
875-0356. Alternate Phone: (253)
370-5124
FILBERT ACRES
Uses natural growing practices,
pumpkins, pumpkins for sale in
the shop or farmstand, pumpkin
patch—U-pick and pre-harvested,
pie pumpkins
6625 Pioneer Way East, Puyallup, WA 98371. Phone: (253) 2511361.
DOUBLE R FARMS
Pumpkins, pumpkin patch—
U-pick and pre-harvested, corn
maze, tractor-pulled hay rides, restrooms, school tours
5820 44th Street East, Puyallup, WA 98371. Phone: (253) 2275385. Open: Monday thru Friday
3-6 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 10
a.m.-6 p.m.

•

•

•
•

ALTERNATIVE
HALLOWEEN IDEAS
Bring flashlights and go on
a spooky night hike with
friends
Have a car? Visit Fright Factory at 2000 Collins Road
Buckley, WA 98321
Bring out a Ouija board for
a spooky night
Watch documentaries on real-life ghost stories.
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Women’s soccer team continues winning streak
By ROXANNE KRIETZMAN
The women’s soccer team continued their winning streak this week
with three consecutive conference
victories.
The team faced the Whitworth Pirates at Puget Sound on Oct. 18.
After losing to the Pirates 1-0 just
two weeks prior, the Loggers started
off the game strong, determined to
seek their revenge.
Junior Amalia Acorda-Fey (Seattle,
Wash.) scored the team’s first goal just
short of three minutes into the first
half.
The goal, assisted by junior Jordyn
McLuen (Renton, Wash.), was deflected off a Whitworth defender and
fired into left side of the net.
The second goal was also scored by
Acorda-Fey 41 minutes into the first
half, which accounted for her fifth and
sixth goals of the 2014 season.
The goal was assisted by senior Annie Jonsson (Portland, Ore.) and senior Robin Vieira (Seattle, Wash.).
The third and final goal was scored
18 minutes into the second half by junior Cassie Winter (Seattle, Wash.)
and assisted by Vieira.
In terms of her goal, Winter says it’s
always nice to be able to put one away.
“In a situation like this, it feels like
it’s a goal for the whole team,” Winter
said.
“It’s credited to all the work put in
by everyone in order to get a player
into that position.”
The Loggers managed to keep the
Pirates shutout for the remainder of
the game, ending with a score of 3-0

to rewrite their previous loss against
Whitworth.
The Loggers got nine shots off during the first half and 10 in the second
half, while the Pirates only took a total
of two shots.
Both shots on goal were unsuccessful and were taken within the second
half.
“It was really cool to see that the
team responded in the way we did,”
Winter said.
“We focused on the changes we
needed to make and everyone was
disciplined in carrying out their individual roles and battles.
“Being able to see tangible improvement with such a quick turn around
was so fun to be apart of and a testament to the strength of the program.”
The Loggers used their win against
the Whitworth Pirates to propel them
into their game against the Whitman
Missionaries the next day.
The Loggers were again looking
to rewrite over their previous loss
against Whitman on Oct. 4.
They continued the trend of shutting out their opponents, winning the
game with a score of 1-0.
The sole goal was scored by Acorda-Fey 15 minutes into the first half,
which brought her up to a total of seven goals this season.
The unassisted goal was shot from
the top of the box after Acorda-Fey
had dribbled it 20 yards up the field.
Jonsson led the Loggers with four
shots out of their 12 total, while the
Missionaries were only able to get off
two shots both only in the first half.
With Puget Sound’s strong defense

led by junior Liz Blonden (Seattle,
Wash.), sophomore Emma Donckels
(Los Altos, Calif.) and McLuen, Whitman’s chance of scoring was slim.
The Missionaries were not able to
take a shot during the second half.
Junior Haley Rosenberg (Lake Oswego, Ore.) received the only yellow
card of the game 42 minutes into the

The Loggers next travelled to Salem, Ore. on Oct. 25 to play the Willamette Bearcats.
The Loggers had previously defeated the Bearcats 5-2 on Sept. 28.
During the first half, neither team
managed to score.
Puget Sound took five shots while
Willamette only took two.

and final goal of the game, which was
assisted by first year Jacquelyn Anderson (Renton, Wash.).
This accounted for Vieira’s fourth
goal of the season and Acorda-Fey’s
eighth.
The Bearcats did not score during
the second half.
After shutting out three conference
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Women’s Soccer: Liz Blonden attacks the Whitworth defense with a ferocious strike for the shot.
second half.
Although the Loggers received a
yellow card, the Missionaries still led
with 12 fouls, two in the first half and
ten in the second half.

The Loggers took charge throughout the second half.
Just four minutes in, Vieira scored
an unassisted goal, and shortly after
Acorda-Fey followed with the second

teams, the Loggers remain ranked
number one in the Northwest Conference.
They will take on the Linfield Wildcats on Nov. 2.

Football loses to Pacific but beats George Fox
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Kick return: NWC Athlete of the Week Connor Savage uses his
speed to complete a great kick return.

By LUKIE CROWLEY
This season the football team
has seen tremendous progress,
and most of it can be attributed to
the hard work the team has put in
throughout the season.
The team stands at 3-3 now
and looks to be headed towards a
strong finish.
The past two weeks the Loggers’
have faced George Fox and Whitworth, seeing different results in
each respective game.
On Oct. 18, the Loggers’ played
George Fox and won 33-14, an
impressive feat on the road. Going into halftime with the score at
12-7 with the Loggers in the lead,
the team exploded in the 4th quarter outscoring George Fox 21-7.
The scoring started with a 78
yard interception return for a
touchdown from Nasser Abdelrasul (Salem, Ore.) and after a re-

sponse from
The Bruins to take the score
to 19-14, Connor Savage (Bothell, Wash.) took a kickoff back 99
yards for the score.
After that, the Loggers rolled
and brought their record to 3-2,
the most wins the team has had
since 2008.
On Oct. 25, the Loggers’ took
on Whitworth on the road, falling
62-30.
After a strong first half, which
brought the team as close as 2823,the game then started to unravel as the Loggers were outscored
34-7 in the second half.
Sophomore Hans Fortune (Kenmore, Wash.) led the team with
completing 21-40 passes and adding 236 yards while also throwing
a touchdown.
Sophomore Steve Branham
(Goldbar, Wash.) brought in four
receptions for 85 yards, and Senior
Kevin Miller (Seattle, Wash.) had

10 receptions for 67 yards in the
loss.
Even with the loss that set their
record to 3-3, the team is well on
their way to a successful season.
First year student Jared Polonitza
(San Diego, Calif.) gave a reason
for why they’ve had success this
season.
“This team feels like it’s full of
guys who not only want nothing
more than to succeed, but really
are dedicated to football,” Polonitza said.
Not only do they all want to succeed, but they also treat each other
with respect.
“It’s different being a freshman
on this team. Unlike high school
the guys want to make you feel
like part of the team. It’s no longer
14 year olds and 18 year olds. It’s a
team of men and they treat you as
such,” Polonitza said.
Coach Jeff Thomas has made
a profound impact on the season
and has put the team in a position
to be fighting for the conference
title for the first time in six years.
“He always pushes to be our
best,” first year student Shawn McCarthy (Honolulu, Hawaii) said.
Polonitza voiced the same in respect to Thomas.
“[He] is the best head coach I
have ever played for hands down.
He is a great combination of high
energy, intense coach and just a
likeable person,” Polonitza said.
Some moments can stand out in
practice rather than in a game, and
it’s not surprising how much this
team cares about each other.
“One of the most memorable
moments for me this year is being
on the practice field on a Thursday practice and watching one of
the receivers make a great catch
in warm ups, and seeing Mitchell Habryle (Covington, Wash.),
one of our kickers sprint full speed
across the field to celebrate the
catch with him. It just shows how
much all these guys want to be out

here,” Polonitza said.
The Loggers have reached some
of their goals at points in the season, but now look to take the next
step in the final three games con-

sidering that they are 2.5 games
back of playing for a conference title, something that would be quite
phenomenal to bring home back
to campus.

Logger Scoreboard
MEN’S SOCCER
Oct. 26

Willamette 1 vs. Puget Sound 0

WOMEN’S SOCCER
Oct. 26

Puget Sound 4 @ George Fox 0

VOLLEYBALL
Oct. 25

Lewis and Clark 1 vs. Puget Sound 3

FOOTBALL
Oct. 25

Puget Sound 62 vs. Puget Sound 32
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Volleyball team splits games this past weekend
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Bump, Set, Spike: Shawna Smith goes up for the monster kill.

By ZAL ROBLES
University of Puget Sound’s wom-

en’s volleyball team lost their game
against Willamette on Oct. 24 and
won their game against Lewis and

Clark on Oct. 25.
The volleyball team fell to Willamette University three sets to one.
Willamette took a four to zero lead
in the first set before the Loggers
went on a six to zero run.
At one point in the match the
Loggers led 17 to 13.
Willamette eventually game back
to take the first set 25 to 20.
The Loggers lost the second set 29
to 27.
It was a hard-fought set that put
the Loggers in a two to zero hole.
It was a bleak situation for the
Loggers, but they have come back
and won two conference games after being down two to zero.
Unfortunately the Loggers were
not able to complete the comeback.
They played to their potential in
the third game and won the set 25
to 18.
Willamette finally closed off the
game with a 25 to 21 win in the
fourth set.
First-year setter Moira McVirar
(El Dorado Hills, Calif.) had her 12
double-double of the season with 27
assists and 17 digs for the Loggers.
Athletic first-year libero Rachael
Garrison (Millbrae, Calif.) lead the
team with 17 digs.
Junior outside hitter Shawna
Smith (Longview, Wash.) led the
Loggers with 14 kills.
“Our performance against Willamette was very disappointing.
We had just changed our line up 24
hours before the match because of
injuries,” junior middle blocker Em-

ily Convery (Portland, Ore.) said.
There was no residual effect from
the Willamette loss the next day
when the Loggers played Lewis and
Clark.
They won the game 3 sets to 1.
Lewis and Clark dominated the
first set with a 25 to 14 win.
The next set was much closer, as
the Loggers were able to scrap to-

First-year setter Moira
McViar (El Dorado Hills,
Calif.) had her 12th doubledouble of the season with 27
assists and 17 digs for the
Loggers.
gether a win.
“After the first set against Lewis
and Clark, Mark [the head-coach]
told us that our hitters needed to
be more committed to getting kills,”
Convery said. “We needed to play
with more confidence and positive
energy, so going into the second
set we tried to play with more intent, more communication and way
more positivity.”
Lewis and Clark were up on the
Loggers 22 to 19 at one point in the
match.
The Loggers used a four point rally to even the score at 24 to 24.
After an exchange in many points
the Loggers finally won the set 29 to
27.

The Loggers went on to win the
next two sets by a comfortable margin. The third set was 25 to 19 and
the fourth and final set was 25 to 17.
Senior middle blocker Nicolette
Reynaud (Los Gatos, Calif.) led the
team with 12 kills.
Reynaud is the only senior on the
volleyball team this year.
Sophomore middle blocker Kristen Lane (Seattle, Wash.) led the
team with 22 digs.
Smith and other members of the
volleyball team felt they played at
times very well during the weekend.
They said they need to work on consistency.
“Our [the volleyball team] struggles on the court comes with our
age, because we are young we are
still developing that sense of cohesiveness that teams need in order
to win consistently, but taking that
into consideration, we have performed way better than any other
team expected us to,” Smith said.
The Loggers are now in third
place in the Northwest Conference
standings after the two games.
Pacific Lutheran University and
Whitworth are tied for first.
They lead the Loggers by two
games.
The Loggers conference record is
eight and four and their overall record is nine and 12.
They finish their season with Pacific on Oct. 31, George Fox on Nov.
1, PLU on Nov. 5, and Linfield.

Men’s soccer has two very different games over the break
By THOMAS OVERTON
The Logger men’s soccer team
faced off against two very different
teams over two consecutive weekends.

Ryan played Zisette down the right
wing and Zisette bent the ball into
the box to find Gauthier who headed
past the Missionary goalkeeper.
The third goal for the Loggers
was a combined effort between Ezra
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Pass the ball: Loggers fight hard on offensive possession.
They played Whitman at home
on Saturday, Oct. 19, and Linfield on
Saturday, Oct. 25, also at home.
The Loggers were firing on all cylinders from the opening whistle and
early pressure on the Whitman defense caused them to concede a penalty kick as a Whitman player handled the ball in his own 18-yard box.
Landon Gauthier (Fox Island,
Wash.) stepped up to the spot and
sent the ball sizzling into the back
of the net to record the first goal of
the day for the Loggers with less than
two minutes on the clock.
Gauthier was on the score sheet
again a short time later, putting the
Loggers up 2-0. Sean Ryan (Mill
Creek, Wash.) and Sam Zisette (Seattle, Wash.) combined in the build up
to Gauthier’s second goal of the day.

The Loggers were firing
on all cylinders from the
opening whistle and early
pressure on the Whitman
defense caused them to
concede a penalty kick.
Kraus (Harvard, Mass.) and Cameron Lorek (Claremont, Calif.).
Kraus played Lorek into a difficult
position but some creative dribbling
took Lorek past multiple defenders
and on to beat the goalkeeper one on
one to put the Loggers up 3-0.
The Logger defense was stellar all
day, only allowing two shots on target
in the entire game.

Goalkeeper Nathan King (Preston, Wash.) denied the Whitman attack in the last minute of the game
to notch another clean sheet win this
year.
The Next game for the Loggers
was a much harder fight against the
Linfield College Wildcats.
Lorek lead the charge for the Loggers this time, scoring the first goal
in the game in the 30th minute after he entered from the bench three
minutes earlier.
Lorek looked as crafty as he was
against the Missionaries, dribbling
around multiple Wildcat defenders
to swerve the ball around the Wildcat goalkeeper for the Logger’s first
goal of the afternoon.
The Loggers went into the half
with the only goal of the game so far.
The second half saw a bevy of
goals scored for both teams.
Andrew
White
(Steamboat
Springs, Colo.) tallied both goals for
the Loggers in the 71st and the 80th
minute.
The Loggers surged forward after
they conceded a goal to the Wildcats
in the 69th minute.
Ryan combined in the build up
with Zisette who swung a ball into
the box to find White who headed
home after the Wildcat keeper miscued trying to catch Zisette’s cross.
The Wildcats weren’t content with
a draw and scored to level the game
at 2-2 in the 78th minute.
With almost formulaic response,
the Loggers took the lead two minutes later off of another header by
White.
This time it was Sam Naatz (Salt
Lake City, Utah) who took a free kick
that found White’s head in the box.
White’s second goal was enough
and the Loggers beat the Wildcats
3-2.
With help, there still is a chance
for them to move on so go support.

Football Schedule

Saturday, Nov. 1, 1 p.m.
vs. Pacific Lutheran
*Homecoming

Saturday, Nov. 8, 1 p.m.
vs. Linfield

Saturday, Nov. 15 2 p.m.
Puget Sound @Willamette
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New Ultimate Frisbee recruit becomes star player
By ZALMAN ROBLES
The top high-school Frisbee
player has committed to the University of Puget Sound club Frisbee team.
The new recruit is named Max
Peanut-butter. Peanut-butter is a
purebred American Fox Hound.
His father has won many North
American Gun Dog competitions,
while Peanut-butter’s mother won
the National Dog Show presented
by Purina in 2006.
“The dog has literally been bred
to play Frisbee,” Tanner Smith said.
“Max’s parents are some of the finest dogs in North America and the
world.”
Smith is a dog breeder located
in Manchester, Kentucky. Peanutbutter was the only pup in the litter Smith kept. Smith looked Peanut-butter in the eye as a pup and
said he knew this dog was special.
Smith stated that Peanut-butter
exceled at Frisbee at a young age.
By the time Peanut-butter was six
months old Smith knew the dog
was going to be an incredible ultimate Frisbee player.
“The town of Manchester is way
too small,” Smith said. “I had to
get [Peanut-butter] to a school that
could foster his talent.”
Smith sent Peanut-butter to an all
men’s boarding school in Queens,
New York. By the time Peanut-but-
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Frisbee: The newest addition to the University’s Ultimate Frisbee team is sure to be the next star player. It is still unclear if he will
be penalized for using his mouth instead of his paws.
ter became a sophomore in high
school, he had already became on
of the nation’s top Ultimate players.
Athletic director Amy Tacket
was heavily involved in recruiting
Peanut-butter to the University of

Puget Sound. The University started sending letters of interest to
Peanut-butter when he was a sophomore in high school.
“Usually I am not involved in recruiting players for teams and we
don’t recruit for club teams, but he

[Peanut-butter] is such a unique
talent and brings so much to our
Ultimate team the University had
to have him,” Tacket said.
Tacket did admit there was trouble convincing admissions to let a
dog attend the University. Admis-

sions saw many issues with the former prospect.
Peanut-butter declined to comment for this story, as he does not
in fact speak human.

Creative kid dresses up as Congressman
Q&A with girl
from horror movie
By HUTCH THE GREAT

By AUDREY KAUFMAN
In honor of Halloween, I sat down
with That Girl from That Horror
Movie on Netflix to talk about fashion, real estate and online shopping.
Q: You had just moved into your
house in this quiet suburban neighborhood when weird things started
happening. Tell me about that.
A: Well, the house was great at first.
High ceilings, wet bar in the dining
room, someone had died in it a couple months before—
Q: Someone had died in it?
A: Yeah. I don’t know. We didn’t
think it was a big deal.
Q: Did you know how this person
died?
A: No, it was pretty mysterious. I
asked a neighbor about it once as
she was clipping her hedges and she
stared off into space for a solid five
seconds and there was a close up of
her quivering lips and she mumbled
something and I said, “What?” and
she said, “Nothing!” and ran back inside and closed her shutters, so I assumed it wasn’t a big deal.
Q: Did it ever occur to you to move?
A: Um, no.
Q: Why?
A: The neighborhood has, like, really great schools. That’s important
to me.
Q: You don’t have kids. You’re 22.
A: But, like, for someday.
Q: What about just like leaving town
for a bit until things settled down?
A: If I was going to go away anywhere, it would be Vegas, but I’m already set to go to Vegas in November for my friend Becca’s 21st.
Q: When you found that anonymous note written in blood on your
bathroom mirror, did you have any
idea as to who could have written it?
A: It was anonymous.
Q: Do you always curl your hair, put
on makeup and wear heels when
you’re hanging out at home alone?
A: I don’t know what you’re talking
about, this is natural.

Q: And the heels?
A: They’re slippers.
Q: With heels though, right?
A: I guess.
Q: At one point, you heard a knock
at the door and you opened it and
there was no one there, just crickets
chirping in the darkness?
A: Yes, that’s right.
Q: Why did you open the door?
A: I thought it might be UPS. I do a
lot of online shopping.
Q: At 10 at night?
A: Do they not deliver that late?
Q: No.
A: Oh. So you wouldn’t investigate if
you heard like some weird noises in
your house?
Q: No, the other day, I thought all
my housemates were gone for the
weekend and one of them was actually still there. I didn’t know that,
so I just heard this creaking upstairs.
And I didn’t investigate or anything,
even though in my head it was an
axe murderer or at least a burglar. I
just sat there and like watched TV.
A: Wow, you’re really level-headed.
Q: No, I’m lazy.
Q: This movie was made for $10,000.
Is this minuscule budget that made
the movie so shitty or do you think
the overall terrible quality was due
to, say, the unrealistic levels of suspension of disbelief required to take
this film even remotely seriously? Or
was it the poor acting? Or the terrible story? Your thoughts?
A: What movie?
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In full charup as someacter, the kid
thing
truly
who dressed up
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for
the
day.
weight
and,
That
has
honestof
course,
o v e r w h e l m - Politicians: Is it really that surprising that even a pretend politi- ly got to be the
best and worst
ingly
male. cian refuses to do any work for even a single day of the year?
idea I have ever
This
means
heard.
Comyou are a huge
This congress has been so in- pletely worth it, even though they
loser if you can’t fit into this category or, in other words, grossly efficient that they are on the path will be punished as all elected ofunderrepresented when our gov- to being the most obstruction- ficials are: With a “stern” warning
ernment makes crucial decisions. ist Congress in history. We at The that, regardless of the severity of
Sorry non-males, this costume Flail wanted to hear what your ev- the crime, will never be changed
can only be worn by a guy, but er-intelligent responses would be and will result in us eventually reyou can rest easy knowing that he to this hilarious (yet tragic) com- electing them to make the same
mistakes again in their next term.
will come across as a huge asshole. mentary on our political system.
“Since our own government
Kangaroos are fun to dress up as,
though, so that’s about the same here on campus is so inefficient, it
as equal representation in our sys- makes sense to me.”
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Cloud Nothings’ new album sheds past, remakes present
By EVAN BOUCHER
This spring saw the release of
Cloud Nothings’s latest album, Here
and Nowhere Else, a thunderous and
catchy tome of militant presentmindedness. This record serves
double duty as both a solid collection
of tracks as well as an exercise
in being not only here but, most
importantly, nowhere else. After
listening to the album, this latter
prospect actually sounds a lot easier,
as the “here” that Cloud Nothings
provide is so stuffed full of its own
furious and unquenchable thirst for
living that it really leaves no room
for anywhere (or even anything) else.
First, a caveat: when their last
album, Attack on Memory, came
out, it was met with praise that was
not content to be self-contained.
Instead, nearly everyone who wrote
about it insisted on comparing
it to Cloud Nothings’ previous
work, declaring that the differences
made them a whole new band;
that now, and only now, are Cloud
Nothings worth paying attention
to. As critics continue to insist on
an overwhelming contrast between
the quality of the first few Cloud
Nothings records and their more
recent ones, I have to say right now
that there was never anything wrong
with their sound before. Cloud
Nothings has been great since their
humble beginnings, when their lo-fi
noise pop charm excused (or even
embraced) the fact that those first
albums sounded like listening to
the band from inside of a laundry
machine or through a tin can wire
telephone. Their particular brand
of eccentric adolescence really was
something special, and the truth
is Cloud Nothings have acquired a
darkness, and a depth along with it,
that bears a second consideration,
even for those who are already fans.
You can forget about the summery
harmonies, but for those who
recognized a spark of promise in
singer/songwriter Dylan Baldi’s, um,

really good songwriting, rest assured
that spark is a bonfire at this point.
An intense and brooding passion
that was perhaps once subdued
in favor of, or at least masked by,
carefree youthfulness has become
anything but, having instead gained
a sharpness and focus that in some
ways was previously unimaginable.
All this aside, this year’s Here and
Nowhere Else also has the good
fortune of not bearing the weight
of the heavy shift in sound outlined
above; the Attack on Memory
already happened, its fallen soldiers
mourned for and its battlefield
cleared, so now Cloud Nothings is
allowed to simply be here, no longer
staking their whole identity in the
process.
Much like the band’s own history,
Here and Nowhere Else is quite a
ride itself and a haphazard one at
that. It’s not so much a painstakingly
orchestrated roller coaster as it is a
mad dash down a hill on a skateboard
at a breakneck speed; and to be sure,
part of its power does come from the
very real possibility of breaking your
neck in the process. There are only
three instruments playing at a time,
but they swim around each other in
such a cacophony that it’s hard to
imagine that any other sounds could
have possibly fit, much less add
anything to the arrangement.
But whatever this music lacks
in complexity, it makes up for in
commitment and energy. These
songs are relentless, barely contained
and constantly rumbling, threatening
to boil over at every moment. Cloud
Nothings is down to a three-piece,
but the sound has actually never been
thicker. Between Baldi’s agile guitar
playing and the incessant pounding
of Jayson Gercyz’s drums, there’s an
audible weight behind the reckless
and perpetual motion, an anchor
to balance out the fleetingness.
This music is fully and viscerally
grounded in its physicality, whether
it’s found in the instruments or
Baldi’s newfound penchant for full-

on screaming his bleak off-the-cuff
ruminations, a vocal performance
whose
character
periodically
approaches the inhuman.
Some brief research reveals that
most if not all of the album’s lyrics
were written barely a day before
they were recorded, and even some
placeholder lyrics made it through
the final cut. But what could be
seen as lazy songwriting should be
reinterpreted through the lens of
the album title. Here and Nowhere
Else finds Dylan Baldi exercising a
present-mindedness that borders on
militant, a denial of attachment that
would make all varieties of ascetics
proud. Refusing to get weighed
down by language, Baldi trusts the
music behind him to hold its own
in the conversation, and himself
fittingly surfaces with only the

Any cinephile within the greater
Tacoma area no doubt regards October as a special time of year for the
community.
While October can hold different
importance for different people, this
past month from Oct. 9 to Oct. 16
we saw what has essentially become
a staple of the moviegoer community
make its triumphant return.
This year marked the ninth annual Tacoma Film Festival, and it’s
safe to say it was met with the level
of acclaim and merit such an event
deserves.
Over the course of one week, ticket
holders were treated to over 20 feature films of varying lengths and
countless short films and documentaries along with workshops devoted
to studying aspects of film and cinematography.
Perhaps one of the most impressive aspects of this year’s Tacoma
Film Festival has to be the arrival of
renowned film critic and historian
Leonard Maltin.
Maltin’s presence this year helps establish the near decade-old festival’s
importance all the more. Among the
many films this year’s attendees saw,
there was coverage of every theme
from estranged family relationships,
to man’s relationship with nature, to
even musicals about supposed celebrity murderers.
When looking at all the movies, short films, documentaries and
events the Tacoma Film Festival has
to offer, the potential impact it has
on the Tacoma community could be
staggering.

Perhaps the best possible example
of how the festival has been able to
access the community lies in the venues it has chosen to show these movies in, particularly the University of
Washington-Tacoma.
2014 marks the fifth year of the
UW Tacoma hosting the event, and
if this year’s lineup of vastly different
films is anything to go by, it’s safe to
say that the students of the school
have had a unique and valuable opportunity.
Tuesday, Oct. 14 offered such an
opportunity to students of UW Tacoma and local moviegoers, as it
premiered two unique pieces that
covered similar subjects.
Among the many films shown at
the University, moviegoers had the
chance to see the short film Yearbook
by director Bernardo Britto and The
Immortalists, a documentary by directors David Alvarado and Jason
Sussberg. Yearbook brought its audience into a clandestine animated
world in which one man was tasked
with compiling the definitive history
of human existence before the Earth’s
untimely destruction at alien hands.
The man is never named, nor does
he end up needing to be as we start to
learn more and more about him by
what he designates as worth recording and the mounting guilt and anxiety he feels as his work continues.
Yearbook, in the end, delivers a
compelling story through little action and a focus upon the moral grey
area in asking the question, “Who is
really worth saving?”
This question segues effortlessly to
the next feature shown to audiences
that night. The Immortalists is a doc-

Baldi confesses, “It’s over now,” a
sentiment so close to that of its
predecessor Attack on Memory’s
seething opening thesis against
the past (“Give up, come to know
we’re through”) that it could be
seen as a mere translation of it. On
both records, Dylan Baldi cuts ties
like no other; this time around, he
even takes to shredding his own
vocal cords to make his conviction
convincing. It’s less of a change in
direction than a subtle clarification
of the mission statement, but in
any case Cloud Nothings have now
proven twice that they can not only
shed the past, but also contribute
deeply to the present. All things
considered, I think Dylan Baldi is
the reincarnation of an ancient Zen
master.
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Cloud Nothings: Band members (left to right) Jason Gerycz, TJ Duke and Dylan Baldi.

Tacoma Film Festival returns for ninth year
By JAMES KANER

barest fragments of lyrical insight.
Sometimes, these spare offerings
are so direct that they almost seem
to become self-referential, as Baldi
admits, “We’re moving quickly
towards the same, I feel there’s
nothing more to say,” on opener
“Now Here In.”
And “quickly” only scratches the
surface—Nowhere Else features all 3
Cloud Nothings screeching through
every second in the impossible effort
to all get to the future first. It’s not
exactly the tightest sound—or maybe
it’s more like a coil wrapped too tight
and bursting out of its form—but
this blatantly irrepressible passion
easy resolves any lurking skepticism
towards what could otherwise be
seen as sloppiness.
On the other side of the album
(closing track “I’m Not Part of Me”),

umentary revolving around two very
different scientists who share one
goal: to cure humans of aging.
The documentary (perhaps to its
overall benefit) chooses to avoid
for the most part the argument of
whether or not human beings should
be without the limits of aging, but
instead asking who should remain
young forever.
The Immortalists ultimately does
this by focusing on two current
champions of anti-aging research:
Professors Aubrey de Grey and Bill
Andrews. Through the course of the
film, we learn the two men’s motivations for their research, the struggles
they’ve overcome from both the scientific community and their own
personal lives and their ultimate
plans to stop aging forever.
“I wanted to be a scientist, to be able
to do things with my life that would
benefit humanity,” De Grey said.
The film spends equal time distinguishing between both Andrews
and De Grey as it does outlining the
reasons behind their research and
ultimately manages to present the
viewer two very different lives, which
no matter how you feel about the
argument, is an impressive accomplishment.
Tacoma Film Festival’s ultimate importance lies in what it can give back
to the community that has supported
it for now nearly a decade. The festival allows students, local families
and even the occasional visiting
cinephile, the chance to be exposed
to new ways of thinking.
It’s safe to say that by 2015, October
will be an important month for many
more people.

Halloween Happenings
By CASEY DEY
Happy Halloween! In need of
something festive to do tonight or
this weekend? Here is a list of various happenings on campus and
in or around Tacoma. From plays
to zoos, there is plenty to do, and
plenty of things to shout at you
“boo!”
Journey into the Phantom’s lair
with the original 1925 silent version of Phantom of the Opera,
starring Lon Chaney, featured tonight, Oct. 31, with live organ and
piano accompaniment by Duane
Hubert and Sarah Stone. Find it
at 8 p.m. in Kilworth Memorial
Chapel.
Tacoma Art Museum will host
its tenth Dia de los Muertos celebration on Sunday, Nov. 2 from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Stop by for music,
dance, food, art-making, a huge
sand painting and more! Museum
admission is free.
Susan-Lori Parks’ 365 Days/365
Plays opens tonight, Oct. 31, in the
Norton Clapp Theatre. The show
is a selection of short plays from
Parks’ work, exploring a variety of
themes modern and old, political

and social, serious and fun. Performances are at 7:30 p.m. tonight
and Saturday, Nov. 1; Thursday,
Nov. 6; Friday, Nov. 7 and Saturday, Nov. 8. There is also a show at
2 p.m. on Nov. 8. Tickets are $11
for the general public and $7 for
Puget Sound faculty/staff and students. Purchase at the Info Center
in Wheelock, over the phone or
online.
The Magic Flute opens tonight,
Oct. 31, at the Rialto theatre in
downtown Tacoma at 7:30 p.m.
and also runs 2 p.m. on Sunday,
Nov. 2. It’s a mystical love story
written by Mozart, but adapted for
the Tacoma opera stage to feature
the Native American Salish culture.
Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle
is open today, Oct. 31; Saturday,
Nov. 1 and Sunday, Nov. 2 from
9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Costumes are
welcome, but only those under
12 can get a discount. The main
event is watching a variety of animals, such as Podoc turtles, lions,
jaguars, meerkats, kunekune pigs,
penguins and lemurs, interact with
pumpkins. Check their website for
more details on animal schedules.
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Tennessee band Apache Relay brings Americana to Washington
By TYLER SHERMAN
If you haven’t already heard, Tennessee has a new queen, and her
name is Katie. At least, that’s what
The Apache Relay sings in the title
song off their newest album Katie
Queen of Tennessee, which debuted
April 22 of this year. And that’s only
one of the great songs they’ll perform
during their upcoming tour.
Katie opens with a solo violin,
which leads into a fusion of pop,
rock, and indie rock elements. It is a
layered song that both complements
and defies the band’s original folk
and “rootsy” sound.
Due to songs like “Terrible Feeling,” which possesses almost Buddy
Holly-esque guitar chords, Apache
Relay’s unique sound has earned
them coverage by NPR, Esquire and
other big names like Rolling Stone.
Formed “by chance” out of a college dorm at Belmont University in
Nashville, the band includes members Michael Ford Jr., Mike Harris,
Brett Moore, Kellen Wenrich, Ben
Ford, and Stephen Smith.
Michael Ford, the lead vocalist,
grew up in Mandeville, La. Though
he met Harris during his freshman
year at Belmont, the men did not
combine musical forces until two
and half years after they met. Ben
Ford, then a solo act, ultimately
joined with The Apache Relay, which
at the time was comprised of Harris,
Wenrich and Moore.
“I thought it would be cool to combine my songs with their bluegrass
and Americana instrumentation,”
Michael Ford said.
Thus, The Apache Relay’s road to
success truly began, with Michael
Ford’s brother and Smith also eventually joining the band.
Though the band is based in Nashville, their new album was recorded
in Van Nuys, a neighborhood in Los
Angeles’s San Fernando Valley. And
over the span of three months, often
working six days a week from 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m., Katie Queen of Tennessee

was created.
They have opened for Grammy
award-winning groups like Mumford and Sons and have performed at
festivals across the country, including the Newport Folk Festival, Firefly
Music Festival, Voodoo Music Experience, Bristol Rhythm and Gentlemen of the Road.
Music has, in one way or another,
been a part of each of member’s life
since childhood.
“I know pretty much all of us grew
up playing music in our respective

hometowns,” Michael Ford said. “Me
and my brother have been playing in
a band since we were eleven and Kellen has been playing the fiddle since
he was four […] so for all of us it’s
been a part of our childhood.”
Each member’s experiences with
music have brought different influences to the band.
“It’s different for all of us,” Michael
Ford said. “I know me and my brother growing up were heavily into rock
and roll and towards high school we
got more into punk rock.”

It is, perhaps, this unique combination of musical upbringings that
has influenced their newest album,
which is somewhat of a departure
from the band’s past sound.
“We wanted to avoid trends as
much as possible,” Michael Ford said.
“We just wanted it to exist and have it
have kind of a classic feel.”
And while they have found success,
they have not lost sight of their core
goals as a band.
“Our goal is just to keep growing,
to keep people coming to shows,”

Michael Ford said. “To keep people
excited and interested and to be able
to control the art while doing that.”
Looking forward, one of the venues
Michael Ford is most excited to one
day play is the Great American Music Hall in San Francisco.
“It seems like one of those venues
where the stars can kind of align,” he
said.
The Apache Relay toured Washington earlier this month and is currently continuing their nation-wide tour.
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Relay to prominence: The Apache Relay was formed by chance in a Belmont University dorm room in Nashville, Tenn. by members
Kellen Wenrich, Brett Moore, Ben Ford, Stephen Smith, Mike Harris and Michael Ford Jr.

Dear White People entertaining and accessible critique of privilege
By DANA DONNELLY
The trailers screened before Dear
White People at AMC Lakewood
made it very clear how important a
film like Dear White People is in our
current culture. Among the previews
shown: two movies starring Kevin
Hart and one romance movie starring black leads. The idea that Dear
White People would appeal exlcusively to a black audience is presumptuous and incorrect. The target audience for Dear White People is not just
black people; the target audience for
Dear White People is everyone.
Justin Simien’s directorial debut,
Dear White People, which tells the
story of the black student experience at an Ivy League university, the
fictional “Winchester,” is smart, on
point and hilarious. Simien uses four
different characters to portray different aspects of the black experience
today.
1. The gay black student who feels
he can’t fit in with his peers because
he “listens to Mumford and Sons”
and “likes Robert Altman movies.”
2. The campus activist with the radio show “Dear White People” who,
over the course of the film, begins to
feel burdened by said activist title.
3. The quintessential “overachiever” whose father is the dean of Winchester (and the Allstate guy).
and finally,
4. CoCo, or Colandria, who says,
“My parents may as well have named
me ‘Ghetto Ass Hoodrat,’” and resents her black identity.
Throughout the course of the film,
the characters explore not only what

their racial identities mean to them,
but also what their racial identities
mean to others. The campus activist
realizes that she’s not as much of an
activist as she initially thought and
that while her black identity is important to her, there are other facets
of her identity (such as her passion
for film making) that are more important.
The gay black student comes to the
realization that his reluctance to be-

Throughout the course of
the film, the characters
explore not only what their
racial identities mean to
them, but also what their
racial identities mean to
others.
friend other black students at Winchester University is itself rooted in
stereotypes and past negative experiences with black people from his
high school.
The “overachiever” who does his
best to fit in with his white colleagues
eventually does stand up for himself
and for his race.
And, while CoCo does not abandon her dreams of fame and notoriety, she does come a little bit closer
to accepting the part of her identity
that is black.
Dear White People highlights
W.E.B. Du Bois’s concept of “double

consciousness,” the idea that minority groups in contemporary American society are not only forced to
conceive a sense of self identity, but
are also subjected to the identity imposed upon them by society because
of their race. The “black identity” is
one that black individuals assume by
default regardless of whether or not
they feel it is central to their personhood.
The everyday injustices that occur
at Winchester are not only the result
of student action, but also administrative action.
The infamous radio show on campus, “Dear White People,” is scrutinized by many campus members
and is eventually terminated by the
university’s president who believes
the show is “racist” and unnecessarily controversial. Black activism on
campus in general is strongly discouraged by Winchester’s administration and many student groups on
campus who feel such protests are
inconveniencing and unnecessary.
The film depicts race relations in
an honest, interesting and informative way without coming off as
preachy.
In a society often deemed “postracist” when it truly is not, a revival
of necessary dialogues is more than
welcome, and Dear White People
does just that. By disputing assertions that “racism is over” and by
elucidating the racism that continues to thrive, Dear White People successfully forces people to honestly
evaluate society’s attitudes towards
race as well as their own.
Dear White People does not ask

white people to apologize for their
privilege, it merely demonstrates
the ever-present blind participation
by people with “race privilege” in a

power structure that is inherently
oppressive, and asks that they acknowledge and reevaluate the ethics
of said participation.

